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Abstract

In current proxy signature schemes, an original signer delegates her/his signing

capability to a proxy signer, and then the proxy signer can sign messages on behalf of

the original signer. Although these schemes have succeeded in proxy delegations, they

are in general defective in proxy revocations. In this paper, we propose a proxy sig-

nature scheme which allows the original signer to revoke delegations whenever neces-

sary.
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1. Introduction

A digital signature is like a ‘‘hand-written’’ signature in an electronic form

that can be used to authenticate the identity of the signer of a document.
Traditionally, the signer uses her/his secret key to sign messages by using some

signature scheme such as ElGamal or Schnorr signature scheme [1,8,9].

However, the signer may not be able to sign messages by herself/himself when,

for example, the signer is on a business trip or on vacation. Therefore, the

signer needs a proxy signer to sign messages on behalf of her/him.
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Currently, there are three types of delegation, namely, full delegation, par-

tial delegation, and delegation by warrant. In the full delegation, the proxy
signer is given the same private key that the original signer has. However, this

approach does not satisfy the security requirements of proxy signatures [5,6].

In the partial delegation schemes [3,5,6], the original signer delegates her/his

signing capability to a proxy signer by giving the proxy signer a proxy key.

With the proxy key, the proxy signer can sign messages on behalf of the ori-

ginal signer. In cases where the proxy signer abuses her/his delegated rights, the

original signer needs to revoke the proxy signer�s signing capability. Currently,

the proxy revocation protocols can be classified into two approaches. One
approach is to change the public key of the original signer. This approach is

impractical because, once the public key of the original singer is changed, all

signatures generated earlier by the original signer cannot longer be verified.

Even if we can come up with some public key management scheme so that the

verification is possible, the tasks to verify all versions of signatures will be

extremely complex if the original signer has to revoke delegations from time to

time. The other approach is to put rA (i.e. a part of the proxy key generated by

the original signer) to a public revocation list. Any verifier must ensure that rA
is not on the list before verifications. However, this approach has two serious

drawbacks. One is, once rA is posted, all valid proxy signatures generated

earlier cannot longer be verified. This also results in difficulties in verifying the

validness of proxy signatures generated by the proxy signer even after the

proxy key is revoked because the proxy signer can argue that these proxy

signatures were generated before the proxy key is revoked. The other drawback

is that the size of the revocation list will keep growing unlimitedly as long as it

is required to verify all proxy signatures at all times.
Delegation by warrant is another type of proxy signature schemes

[2,7,10,11]. In the delegation by warrant schemes, a proxy warrant is given to

the proxy signer to generate proxy signatures. The proxy warrant usually

contains the identity of the proxy signer, the valid period of delegation, and

possible other restrictions on the signing capability delegated to the proxy

signer. Therefore, the proxy signer can sign messages on behalf of the original

signer only in the valid delegation period. However, delegation by warrant

has two major limitations. One limitation is that the declaration of a valid
delegation period in the warrant is of no use because no verifier can be as-

sured the exact time when a proxy signature was created. Although Sun [10]

claimed that this problem can be solved in a time-stamped proxy signature

scheme he proposed, Lu and Huang [4] showed that Sun�s scheme is insecure.

The other limitation is that, with the warrant, the delegation will be termi-

nated after the delegation period has expired. However, sometimes the ori-

ginal signer must put an end to her/his delegation earlier than what was

planned. Unfortunately, there is no known protocol which allows early ter-
mination of delegations.
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In this paper, we shall propose a proxy signature scheme which fulfills all the

security requirements of proxy signatures stated in [5,6]. Also, all the draw-
backs and limitations stated above are resolved by the proposed proxy revo-

cation protocol. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The proposed

proxy signature scheme is described in Section 2, and the analysis of the pro-

posed scheme is discussed in Section 3. Finally, we conclude this paper in

Section 4.
2. The proposed proxy signature scheme

The proposed proxy signature scheme is based on the discrete logarithm

problem. There are three participants in our scheme: an original signer, a proxy

signer, and an authentication server (AS). The AS is a server who is responsible

for verifying proxy warrants and issuing time-stamps for messages. The AS is a

trusted third party and can identify the identities of the original signer and

proxy signer with some general authentication scheme.
2.1. Notations

In the proposed proxy signature scheme, we shall use the following nota-

tions.

xA the private key of the original signer

yA the public key of the original signer

xB the private key of the proxy signer

yB the public key of the proxy signer
xS the private key of the AS

yS the public key of the AS

p a large prime number

g a generator for Z�
p

2.2. Basic protocol

The details of the proposed proxy signature scheme are described as follows:

1. (Proxy generation) The original signer generates a random number

kA 2R Zp�1 and computes the followings:
rA ¼ gkAmodp; and

rA ¼ kA þ xAhðmw; rAÞmodp � 1:
2. (Proxy delivery) The original signer sends (mw, rA, rA) to both the proxy

signer and authentication server through a secure channel.
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3. (Verification and alteration of the proxy) The proxy signer checks the validity

of (mw, rA, rA) by verifying whether or not the following equation holds.
grA ¼ rAy
hðmw ;rAÞ
A modp:

Similarly, the verification of the proxy also has to be carried out by the AS.

If the verification is successful, the proxy signer then computes an alternative

proxy private/public key pair rp and y0p, respectively, such that

rp ¼ rA þ xBhðmw; rAÞmodp � 1; and

y0p ¼ grp modp:

4. (Proxy validation) For signing a message m, the proxy signer must first re-

quest a time-stamp for the message m from the AS. To obtain a time-stamp

for the message m, the proxy signer transmits her/his identity and (rA, m) se-
curely to the AS. The AS then searches for the tuple (mw, rA, rA) that was

received in the ‘‘proxy delivery’’ step. With the tuple (mw, rA, rA), the AS

must ascertain the following conditions are true before the time-stamp is is-

sued.

(a) It is still in the valid period of proxy delegation specified in mw.
(b) The rA is not in the public revocation list maintained by the AS. If rA is in

the public revocation list, it means the delegation had been revoked.

5. (Time-stamp generation) The AS generates a random number kS and com-

putes rS ¼ gkS modp as well as TS ¼ kS þ xShðm; t; rSÞmodp � 1 where t de-
notes the time and date.

6. (Time-stamp delivery) The AS sends the time-stamp (rS, t, TS) to the proxy

signer.

7. (Time-stamp verification) The proxy signer verifies the time-stamp by com-
puting gTS ¼ rSy

hðm;t;rS Þ
S modp.

8. (Signature generation) The proxy signer uses rp to execute an ordinary sign-

ing operation. The proxy signature on the message m is then
ðm;mw; rA; SignrpðmÞ; rS ; t; TSÞ:
9. (Verification of the proxy signature) Any verifier first uses the same verifica-
tion procedures of the original signing scheme to check SignrpðmÞ. Further-
more, the verifier has to check whether or not the following equations hold.
y0p ¼ rAðyAyBÞhðmw;rAÞmodp; and

gTS ¼ rSy
hðm;t;rS Þ
S modp:

The calculations are to ascertain that the validness of the public proxy key

and time-stamp.
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2.3. Revocation protocol

When the original signer delegates her/his signing power to a proxy signer,

the valid delegation period and other constraints on the signing capability are

specified in the proxy warrant mw. In general, the delegation will be terminated

after the valid delegation period expires. However, if the original signer must

revoke the delegation before the specified delegation period, the original signer

then asks the AS to put the rA in a public revocation list.

Upon being requested for a time-stamp by the proxy signer for a message m,
the AS will checks both the valid delegation period specified in the proxy
warrant mw and the rA in the public revocation list. If it is still in the delegation

period and no matching rA is found, the AS will issue a time-stamp for a

message. If the delegation period is still valid but a matching rA can be found, it

means the delegation has been revoked, and then the AS will refuse the proxy

signer�s request. Also, if the delegation period has expired, the AS will refuse

the proxy signer�s request.
Note that the rA in the public revocation list can be removed once the dele-

gation period has expired. Therefore, the size of the public revocation list will
not grow unlimited, unlike other revocation protocols that use the concept of

the revocation list. More importantly, even when rA is removed, the proxy

signatures generated before the rA was posted can still be verified. Also, since a

proxy signature cannot be created without a time-stamp issued by the AS, it can

be assured that no invalid proxy signatures can be generated by the proxy signer

after either the delegation period has expired or the delegation was revoked.
3. Analysis

In this section, we shall analyze that the proposed proxy signature scheme

satisfies not only all the security requirements of proxy signatures stated in

[5,6], but also provides an effective revocation mechanism.

ii(i) Strong unforgeability: Strong unforgeability requires that only the proxy

signer can create a valid proxy signature. Even the original signer cannot
create a valid proxy signature. Because the generation of a proxy signature

requires the private key of the proxy signer in the proposed scheme, no

one can forge a valid proxy signature.

i(ii) Verifiability: Any verifier can be convinced of the agreement of the original

signer on the signed message from its corresponding proxy signature. In

the proposed scheme, the proxy signature consists of (m, mw, rA,
SignrpðmÞ, rS , t, TS). From the warrant mw and rA generated by original

signer, any verifier can be convinced of the original signer�s agreement
on the signed message.
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i(iii) Proxy signer’s deviation: This requirement imposes that all valid proxy

signatures created by a proxy signer can be detected as her/his signatures,
and the proxy signer cannot create a valid signature for some signer found

in a public key list. Because the generations of proxy signatures need the

proxy signer�s private key, all valid proxy signatures created by a proxy

signer can be detected as her/his signatures. Additionally, since all private

keys are kept secret by their owners, the proxy signer cannot create a valid

signature for some signer found in a public key list.

i(iv) Distinguishability: It is required that the valid proxy signatures created by

the proxy signer and the ordinary signatures created by the original signer
can be distinguished. Because the verification of these signatures utilizes

different congruences, the proposed proxy signature scheme satisfies the

distinguishability.

ii(v) Strong identifiability: Anyone can determine the identity of the proxy

signer from the proxy signatures created by her/him. In the proposed

scheme, anyone can identify the identity of the proxy signer from the mw.

i(vi) Secret-keys’ dependence: The secret-key�s dependence requires that the

proxy signature is generated from a new secret computed from the private
key of the original signer. This condition is satisfied because the proxy se-

cret rA is computed from the original signer�s private key xA in the pro-

posed scheme.

(vii) Strong undeniability: This requirement states that the proxy signer cannot

repudiate the valid proxy signatures created by her/him. This is also called

‘‘non-repudiation’’ in some literatures. Since a proxy signature is created

by using the proxy signer�s private key xB, the proxy signer cannot dis-

avow the proxy signature she/he created.

As stated earlier, we believe a proxy signature scheme should also provide an

effective revocation mechanism. In the proposed scheme, because (1) each valid

proxy signature requires a time-stamp from the AS, (2) the AS will issue the

time-stamp only when the delegation has not been revoked and the delegation

period has not expired, and (3) the rA can be removed from the public revo-

cation list once the delegation period is expired, the following benefits are

achieved:

• the verification of proxy signatures will not fail because of the posting of rA
in the public revocation list,

• the proxy signer cannot create a valid proxy signature after the delegation

period has expired or the delegation is revoked and then later argue the

proxy signature is created before the revocation, and

• the size of the public revocation list will not increase unlimitedly.
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Also, note that, because the TS is calculated from the t and the message m
and signed by the AS, the proxy signer can only use the TS for the message m. It
is not allowed for the proxy signer to use the TS for any other message.
4. Conclusion

In current partial proxy signature schemes, an original signer cannot dele-

gate her/his signing capability to a proxy signer within a pre-specified delega-

tion period. To overcome this problem, proxy signature schemes with
delegation by warrant have been proposed. In general, for these proxy signa-

ture schemes with delegation by warrant, the delegation is terminated after the

delegation period, specified in the warrant, is expired. However, there is no way

to revoke the delegation before the specified delegation date.

In this paper, we proposed a new proxy signature scheme with effective

revocation protocol. In the proposed scheme, it satisfies all the security

requirements of proxy signatures. Also, by deploying a trusted third party called

the authentication server, the proposed scheme provides an effective revocation
protocol such that it require the proxy signer to get a time-stamp from the

authentication server to sign messages on behalf of the original signer. Also, the

AS will not issue the time-stamp unless the delegation has not been revoked or

the delegation period specified in the warrant has not expired. Furthermore, the

AS can remove the rA from the public revocation list once the delegation has

expired, and thus the public revocation list will not grow unlimitedly.
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